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This report is concerned with the steering of the


shuttle vehicle in the final several hundred miles prior


to landing. The steering starts just prior to the


transition maneuver from high to low angle-of-attack and








The objective of this study is to extend and complete


the analytic design that was made as part of the Phase B


Here simple formulae were used to represent
effort [l]. 
 These formulae
the vehicle performance characteristics. 
 




spiral turn to dissipate the excess potential energy


(altitude) prior to a standard straight-in final approach


That study was fairly complete but several issues that




















Add 	 a flare maneuver logic
2. 
 
Design steering logic for transition phase
3. 
 
4. 	 Incorporate phugoid damping








6. 	 Incorporate the use of drag brakes


As a second part of this study, this improved logic is
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i. 	 Aerodynamic parameters


2. 	 Atmospheric variations








.The error ,performance is to be characteristic of a navigation


system kqhich includes an inertial measurement unit and an


on-board navigation computer. 
 This on-board system is to
 
be updated by both conventional landing aids, i.e.,


barometric and radar altimeters
i. 	
 
VOR and DME of a TACAN type system
2. 
 
ILS system,both glide slope and localizer
3. 
 
and also precision DME equipment as characterized by


the Cubic CR 100.


1.2 Key Design Considerations


Several design considerations were listed at the


start of the study. They are for the most part met


naturally by the analytic nature of the guidance design.














2. 	 Compatible with manual procedures








4. 	 Capable of converging in final approach target


5. 	 Maintain an energy reserve Xor the nominal case


6. 	 Maintain the ability to compensate for winds


Use 	minimum navigation aids in contingency cases.
7. 
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9. Capable of performing category III landings


10. Maintain subsonic velocities 
11. Constrained to alleviate over-pressure during 
transitions 
1.3 Background, Other Design Approaches
i 
There have been a large number of guidance schemes


proposed for approach and landing phase of the Space


Shuttle, and for all other guidance phases for that


matter. In fact, there are so many that it will be


difficult to select the primary system from all the


candidates. On the other hand, this decision may not be


too difficult because all the guidance schemes "work" and


any one that is used will do the job. It is only in the


way the different schemes will handle the many contraints


and adapt to system errors that one system may show


superior performance over the others.


The many schemes are roughly divided into two


categories; non-turning and turning approach patterns.


The Bell system [2] is characterized by a single turn


on to final approach. Detailed calculations based on


poorly defined system parameters are characteristic of


this system. The Draper Lab [3] defines a system with no


turns relying on drag brakes to dissipate the excess energy.


If the drag brakes do not have sufficient power such a mode


is not possible. But direct control of the kinetic


plus potential energy as proposed in this system seems to








The turning approach can further be divided into


three categories. There is a two-turn or so called


"racetrack" system as proposed by several investigators


at MSC [4,5]. Here there is a turn on to a down-wind


leg away from the runway until sufficient altitude is


lost so that the second turn on to final approach is


appropriate. Then there is the so called cone cylinder


approach of MACDAC [6], in which the vehicle dissipates the 
energy by first flying about a large radius circle, 
then at the appropriate time changes the flight to a small 

circle tangent to the final approach path. 

Finally, there is the spiral descent path which is


the subject of this report and also of earlier work by


Sperry Rand [7]. The difference in the two spiral guidance


techniques is that this approach is characterized by


simple analytic formulae which are used to represent the


vehicle characteristics and the guidance loop is then
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that the first flight tests of the Sperry Rand system look


very similar to the two-turn system [8]. It is also


significant to note that this system has demonstrated


automatic landings to touchdown on a real aircraft


(a CV 990 modified to fly like the Space Shuttle) using


real equipment (an inertial measurement unit (IMU), an








In the original work for this study [1], the North


American.vehicle had a much lower wing loading. With the


resultant lower velocity at altitude, sometimes up to 5


turns would be required. Here, as with similar studies


on the Grumman Phase B vehicle, no more than two turns


is observed and it is usually one. But should this capability


return (it never does as projects evolve) the present logic








1.4 Importance of Analytic Approach


This system has as its central feature a turn


capability prediction based on a simple analytic


formula. That is, based on the present state of the


vehicle and an estimate of the vehicle lift-tordrag


ratio, L/D, a turn capability of say 2 1/2 revolutions


is predicted at the start of circling flight. The guidance


will then choose a commanded bank angle based on the nominal


value such that desired number of, say two, revolutions


result; and this computation is repeated every cycle.


Subsequent analysis will show quite close agreement between


the actual and predicted turn capability.


This analytic type approach is important for several


reasons. First, a natural type trajectory results. That


is, the vehicle is not commanded into any extreme maneuvers


by the very fact that the guidance is based on its predicted


capability. Second, the simple nature of this approach


allows a flexibility to adapt to changing constraints that


always appear as the program matures. This is particularly


important in the early stages of the program. Third, the


simple nature of the program accelerates the check-out


and debugging time and also does not over-tax the airborne


computer storage or duty cycle. This last feature is of


course quite secondary in view of the vast computer capability


proposed for the Space Shuttle.
 

It will be demonstrated in section 4 the analytic


techniques are possible for both the transition and flare
 

maneuvers as well as the energy dissipating turn. Further,


it will be shown that several approach geometrics are
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The most important lesson that will be demonstrated


in subsequent chapters is that simple analytic formulae


will meet all mission requirements. Moreover, this type


approach is highly desirable since new requirements can


be easily adapted by the analytic nature as they may


arise. The guidance permits ranging to all points


within the vehicle capability. Since important


disturbances such as winds are compensated directly,


there is a high tolerance to disturbances.


Key vehicle parameters such as L/D need not be


estimated in flight except perhaps for the final flare


maneuver. Since this estimation is an easy task, there


is little reason for not doing it.


The large initial navigation errors are resolved


within the first few measurements and there is weak


coupling between the navigation errors and the steering.


However, large cross-track errors can lead to navigation


filter divergence if measurements are not available to


resolve these type difficulties. That is, there is a


real danger of underspecifying the navigation equipment


to the point of failing the mission.
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VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS AND CAPABILITY


2.1 The 040a Vehicle


The Shuttle vehicle for this study is the 040a


model which was the baseline model for many MSC

studies in this period. The aerodynamic characteristics 
are defined in ref.101 . The computer model based on 
this reference is found in Appendix D. Typical L/D values 
are shown in Figure 2.1 and more detailed characteristics 






It is seen that the "clean" vehicle has a maximum


L/D of 7.6 occurring at an angle-of-attack of 8 degrees.


Note also that the speed brake has a profound effect


decreasing the L/D almost in half when fully deflected.







Ref Area 3130 ft
2 
Mean Chord 51 ft. 































The subsonic ranging capability has been defined


in Ref. [1]. This capability is shown in the form of


the footprints in Fig. 2.2. Here are shown range capability


for a vehicle with L/D=8, starting at various initial


altitudes. The negative down range direction is smaller


because two 180 degree turns are required to attain this


point. The first changes the heading to the negative


direction. The second changes the heading back to aline


with the runway direction. It is seen that near 80 nm


are possible in the forward direction, with 50 nm in the


negative direction if one starts at a nominal 60,000 ft.


The supersonic ranging capability is considerably


less because the maximum L/D is only 2. That is to say


variations in range are less pronounced because there is


less possible variation in L/D. It is ot interest that


the glide slope is not even close to 1/(-) at this low


The altitude rate can be found2 by using the results
L/D. 















dH _ 2g (2.2)d t )VO 
Altitude rate thus varies from -120 fps when V = 6000 fps


to -720 fps when V = 1000 fps.


The constant deceleration Eq-. (2.1) of about 1/2 g is
 

appropriate to generate the supersonic range as has been done


in the transition ranging logic (Section 3.2, Eq. 3.2).


Applying Eq. (2.1) into Eq. (3.2), gives a maximum range of


180 nm for the supersonic phase, assuming an fj of 2.


No supersonic footprints have been generated here.


This footprint capability is rather shown in the performance


data of Section 4.3, where the guidance achieves edges of the










H= 60,000 FEET H0 = 30,000 FEET 
H = 20,000 FEET 
60 - = 50,000 FEET 
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The guidance designed here was essentially completed


as part of the Phase B effort [1 J. Several improvements


and additions were made since that time including transition


logic, improved targeting, damping terms added and flare


logic. Also, a major effort was made in testing the guidance


in a realistic navigation environment. For sake of completeness,


the total guidance logic is described here.


The trajectory starts at about 150,000 feet with the


vehicle at Mach 6, having just emerged from radio black­

out. There is then a transition maneuver from high angle­

of-attack of 30 degrees to a low value of about 8 degrees.


During thistransition maneuver, there is some ranging also


performed though only a limited amount is possible. Next


there is a glide to the pre aim-point before the runway,


performed at maximum L/D. Circling flight is next


initiated with one or two revolutions possible. The next


phase is the final approach starting at 10,000 feet


altitude and ten miles before the runway threshold. A


first flare maneuver starts at roughly 700 feet altitude


to reduce the glide slope from 10 to 3 degrees. Finally,


a second flare is initiated at about 50 feet altitude to








There are two functions accomplished during the


transition phase: 1) a change in angle-of-attack,


2) ranging to an aim point near the landing site.


The change in angle-of-attack can be accomplished


with a pitch over rate of between .05 and .2 deg/sec


without either exceeding the g limits on one hand and not


accomplishing the maneuver in time on the other. There is


therefore, established a velocity at which to start the


maneuver, designated VLM2. There after, the angle-of-attack


is commanded as a function of velocity by:
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KTR = Pitch over gain nominally .0075


VA = velocity relative to the ground


The ranging portion of the transition maneuver is


targeted to a point 30 nm before the runway with an arrival


This point is roughly centered
velocity of 1000 ft/sec. 
 
within the remaining ranging capability of the vehicle.


The roll angle is commanded to accomplish this ranging


-by first calculating a nominal range based on an assumed


constant rate of change of velocity. This constant


deceleration has been observed over a large class of


transition maneuvers and leads to a simple range calculation:






RTOGON = nominal range


VF = final velocity = 1000 fps




















RTOGO = range to initial target from Eq. (3.6)


*= commanded magnitude of roll angle


The roll command is modified with a lateral logic which


will allow only one roll reversal and turn-rate limiter which


limits the azimuth rate so as not to aggravate the


effect on the sonic over pressure ("sonic boom"). The roll


angle is initially commanded in the direction so as to


(Or it would be initially
decrease the heading error. 
 
commanded in the same direction as 
 in the previous entry
 
guidance phase). This roll direction is maintained until


the heading error, DEL, exceeds a threshold value, DELTR.


Then, the opposite direction of roll is commanded.


The turn rate limiting is not started until velocity


is less than 3000 fps, (VLM3). Excessive turn rates are


not possible at higher velocities. At this time, the turn















2 = turn rate









If the turn rate exceeds the limit value, OMLM, the roll.


is commanded to achieve this limited value by:






Also, the roll angle is commanded to drive the heading angle








3.3 Landing Pattern Targeting


When the velocity is less than VLM1 (1200 fps), the


start of the circling flight mode is initiated. An aim­

to
point is selected to start the turning flight so as 
 
arrive at the final approach with no lateral offset by


the following two step procedure: First, the target vector,


URT, located at the edge of the landing field is projected


backward a fixed bias distance, to URT2. Figure 3-1 is


appropriate. Ten miles has been selected for this bias


distance in the initial studies. This bias corresponds to


an altitude of 10,000 feet at the start of the final glide


and a nominal L/D of 5 for the final glide. Then using the


heading of the vehicle to this initial aim point, an offset


aim point is calculated, see Figure 3-2. Two circles are


calculated. The circle of radius R corresponds to circling


flight at the velocity V1 which is the arrival velocity


at URT2. The circle of radius r corresponds to circling


flight at V2 , the equilibrium velocity at the final altitude,


Hf. The calculation follows. First calculate the range












RTOGO = range to offset target, feet


UR = unit vector at present position


URT2 = initial target unit vector


SF = a e tactor converting earth central angle


Then calculating the altitude loss 6H in this segment assuming


flight at a known maximum L/D, (L/D)m


6H = RTOGO/(L/D)m (3.7) 
-13-
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VEI-ILE
 LANDING FIELDUri 
RTOGO / 
• BIAS 
SIFT, TARGET VE.CTO R 
UPT2, INITIAL BIASED TAIGET 
Fig. 3-1 Initial Target Calculation


VEHICLE UR VECTOl DIAGRAM REFERRING TO VELOCITY 
N 13 V
UI -
URT3, FINAL BIASED TARGET 
\00'-r'2RT1 
Fig. 3 -2 Final Target Calculation 
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The velocity at URT2, Vl, is then assuming equilibrium at












= present velocity corrected for roll angle
VAI 
= VA g/AMAG cos (4) 




AMAG = total acceleration, fpss


Similarly the velocity at the start of the final glide, V2 ,








V2 = VAI e- 5(H-Hf)/2 (3.9) 
The initial and final turn radii (R,r) are then


calculated using the commanded bank angle 4.


R = Vl2/(g tan 4 ) (3.10) 






g = gravitational acceleration 
= n initially, then defined by Eq. (3.22) 
= nominal bank angle, 30 deg. 
The final offset vector is then seen to be 
R sin e -URT3 = URT2 +(r-R RE cos 




URT3 = final offset unit target vector 
URT1 = UF x URT 
URT = unit target vector at edge of runway 
UF = unit vector in direction of runway 
The radius of the earth, RE, is used to convert the offset"


distance into angles. The angle e is not calculated explicitly,
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UNII = UNIT(URT2 x UR), for initial calculation;


= UNIT(URT3 x UR), subsequently 
The appropriate vectors are shown in Figure 3-1 and SIGN
 

is the sign function.


The above calculations are used for the initial
 

calculation of the offset target vector, URT3. A precise


calculation would involve an iteration since the target


vector is a function of the range-to-go, which is in turn


a function of the target vector. This iteration is avoided


by repeating the calculation of the offset target vector


on subsequent guidance cycles replacing URT2 with URT3 in


Eq. (3.6). The offset target calculation stops when the








The initial turn is accomplished by banking at the


nominal bank angle to drive the heading error toward zero


until a calculated reduced bank angle will drive the error


to zero in the next time interval.










,UNI = UNIT (V x UR) 
The bank angle command is






UNI3 = UR x UNII 






= g tan 4n/V (3.17)








If Sdt is greater than Del, the bank angle is commanded by


=' tan- 1 (Del V )SIGN(UNI3 • UNI) (3.18) 
g dO IN UI 
* Note that positive bank directs a component of lift along UNI. 
-16-
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Throughout the initial heading change the angle-of-attack


is kept fixed near the value for maximum L/D.


The above steering logic neglects the dynamic response


of the vehicle to the roll commands and no dynamic lag has


been included in the simulations thus far. It is expected


that the "dead beat" response described above can be ex-tended


to include these dynamics and would be superior to a constant


gain feedback system type design. This is because more


information is available 	 on the vehicle characteristics


and the implementation is more suited to the digital


computer needed for guidance and navigation calculations.


3.5 Glide to First Aim Point


The glide to the pre-aim point is accomplished at


maximum L/D. During this interval a calculation is made








DO = (L/D) m sin n g HS( 	 1 1- RTD (3.20) 
V22 Vi 
+ (L/D)m sin 4n (H-Hf)RTD/2HS 
This result is derived in Appendix A. Somewhere between


1 and 2 revolutions will be required depending on the range


to the pre-aim point.


The next phase is entered when the vehicle arrives at











3.6.1 Turn Angle Control


The nominal circling descent is at constant bank


angle cn. This angle has been set to 30 degrees for


initial studies. The turn angle is calculated using


Eq. (3.20) with V used in place of Vl. The required turn


angle is then calculated 	 as








Daz = Az - Azr


Az = Azimuth = cos-l(uE - UNI)RTD 
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Azr = Azimuth of runway


n, chosen so that ID6 - D01I<180


factor to convert radians to degrees
RTD = 

UE = unit vector in easterly direction






if desired. With this option, one can 
 






The number of revolutions, n, is further modified so


that the value of Del does not differ by more than the 180


degrees from that of the previous computation cycle.


Without this feature, an induced oscillation is possible


as the desired turn angle changes back and forth to values


near ± 180 degrees from the predicted turn angle. The


bank angle is then


sin (-- sin On) 
 (3.22)
 








Thus, we see that the bank angle is continually


adjusted so that the heading is the correct value at the


final altitude. The initial targeting assured that the








A further modification of the turn logic allows for


straight flight segment when the desired turn angle is 180


This logic is normally disabled because improved
degrees. 

But it is included
initial targeting does not require it. 
 
here to allow trajectory shaping as has been done in Chapter 4.


This is done so that the predicted turn angle can decrease


to the desired value. For example, the situation could arise


where the desired turn angle was 180 degrees and the


In this case the commanded
predicted turn angle, 3600. 
 
bank angle would be 14.5 degrees and a much larger than


nominal turn radius would result. The altitude loss during


this straight flight segment is added to the final altitude,


This is done to allow for the additional range needed
Hf. 
 
in the final phase. Typically, one or two nautical miles


will be flown in the straight-flight portion and correspondingly


about 1,000 feet will be added to the final approach altitude, H















In the transition, the turn and the glide to the


initial aim point, the phugoid motion is damped by


commanding an incremental angle-of-attack.








Da = incremental angle-of-attack


KDMP = constant damping gain


R = altitude rate


ref 	 = reference altitude rate 
= - 250 fps in transition 
= -VA/(L/D)m, before turn 
= -VA/((L/D)m cos f), during turn 
The angle-of-attack is further modified to 
anticipate the transient caused by changing angle-of-attack 





(cos ) = cos 4 from last computation cycle 
3.7 Center of Curvature Control


To make a positive control of position relative to


the landing field during the turn, logic is written to


control a specified center of curvature. This logic


would be appropriate for the case of disturbances such


as wind, improper navigation and unknown vehicle variations


since the initial targeting assured proper positioning in the


no disturbance case. The logic adds an incremental roll angle
 

to the commanded roll angle so as to decrease distance


between the instantaneous and desired center of curvature.


Referring to Figure 3-3 a unit vector at the desired center


of curvature, Uc, is described by


Uc = UNIT(URT2 + r URTI) 	 (3.23)RE


where r is defined by eq. (3.6).


The instantaneous center of curvature, Ucl, assumes turn


at nominal bank angle









R1 = V 2/(g tan 4) 
-19-
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The distance, Delc, between the desired and instantaneous


centers of curvature is then


Delo = cos-l (uc - Ucl)SF (3.25) 






DRL = -KCN Delc SIGN (CTEST) (3.26)


where KCN = constant gain = .0003


CTEST = UNI - Uc2


Uc2 = UNIT(Uc x Ucl)


= normal to,plane containing Uc and Ucl


Note that this incremental roll angle has the effect of


increasing the turn radius if Uc is ahead of ffcl (As in


Figure 3-3), and decreasing the turn radius of Uc is behind


Ucl. In both cases, the instantaneous center is driven








The final glide starts when the indicated altitude
 

is less than Hf. At this point the target is repositioned


at the edge of the runway, at URT. Heading corrections


are then made with logic identical to Eqs. (3.10, 3.11,
 

3.12) replacing only URT3 with URT.


An "s-turn" logic is exercied so that the lateral


position as well as the heading is controlled. The lateral













R1 = turn radius at nominal bank angle


= V2/(g tan n)


d = lateral displacement during turn


(positive if along URTl)


VLAT = V • URTI


The lateral error, Dl, is calculated by


D1 = (UR • URTI)SF (3.28)


If the total lateral error, Dl + d, is greater than a


threshold value, the heading error is modified by








Del3 = 45 degrees nominally, but is varied by Eq.
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Fig. 3 -4 Geometry for "s-turn" Logic 
-21­

* This logic has the effect of heading so as to close the


lateral error and then reversing the bank angle to correct


the heading error at a time when the lateral error will


be zero when the heading is correct. Only one "s turn"


is allowed in final glide. A standard linear feedback


control on heading error and lateral displacement is then


initiated after the initial "s-turn."


__ -- The law commands-the- bank-angie by terms-proport-iona-l­
to the lateral displacement and lateral velocity








KDD = -.07 = position gain


KVV = -.36 = damping gain


The gains have been chosen to provide a closed loop natural


frequency of one minute and a damping ratio of .7.


At this point the angle-of-attack is modulated so


that flight path intersects URT. This logic will be made


with modulation on the "front-side" of the L/D curve. The


angle of attack is commanded by the following equation:
K(L/D c - L/Do 










5(L/D) = 1.4 deg-
K= 2 
a is limited between 4 and 15 degrees 
L/Dc = (RTOGO-BIAS1 6080)/H


Biasl = Bias on final phase range = 1.8 n.m.


Rref = Reference altitude rate = -VA/(L/D).


KDMP = damping gain = .01


3.8.1 Variable Lead Angle in S-Turn


Should the range to the landing site be so long


that no turn is possible, special logic is in order.


Because the conditions can arise that one turn is too much


and a striaght-in approach is too little, an overshoot
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if the predicted turn angle is less than 180 degrees, and 
the excess energy between one half turn and straight-in is 
dissipated by varying the lead angle DTHl in the s turn logic. 
L/Dc - L/Do 




Del30 = .75rad. 
3.8.2 Speed Brake Law


The Speed brake is needed mainly to decrease the


reference L/D during the final approach while still retaining


a reasonable lift coefficient. Refering to Fig. 2-li we see


that L/D of (the reference value) 5 for the clean vehicle is


at a 3 degree angle-of-attack. This low angle-of-attack


would result in a high velocity to maintain equilibrium because


the lift coefficient is so low, While a speed brake deflection


of 25% doubles the anlge-of-attack for the reference L/D of 5.


The speed brake is used primarily to control velocity


by defining a reference velocity as a function of altitude















KSBH = speed brake gain = .003














SB = speed deflection in per cent


KSB = speed brake gain = .5


SBO = bias setting = 20% 
A limited amount of testing of an additional term to range with













The flare maneuver is compoted of two segments.


The first f-i-are reduces the flight path angle from about


10 to about 3 degrees. The second reduces the sink rate


to a nominal 4 ft/sec. This logic commands a constant


incremental normal acceleration to accomplish both flare


maneuvers. The first flare is with an incremental g of
 

nominally 0.3 ginitiated so as to be completed at an


altitutde of HF2 normally 600 feet. To do this, a


threshold altitude is calculated at which to start the


maneuver so as to be complete at HF2.







HTT = threshold altitude to start maneuver


= final altitude rate = 18 fps
R2 
 
GF2 = incremental g = 10 fpss


HF2 = altitude at end of flare


When the altitude is less than HTT an incremental


g is commanded by increasing the angle-of-attack






GFl = (-R + R2)/dt, limited to GF2


When H is less than the flare altitude, HF2, ranging is 

accomplished by commanding the altitude rate by 











Then angle-of-attack is commanded by Eq. (3.36).


The second flare is started when the altitude is 
less than the threshold value (HTT2 = 50 ft) and is accomplished 
by commanding angle-of-attack with Eq. (3.36) replacing the 
limit incremental g with GF3 = 6 fpss. 
-24­
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3.10 Left Hand Turn Logic


Originally, left hand turns were desired to possibly


handle the long-range cases where no full turn was possible.


But these possibilities were handled by the variable lead­

angle logic of Section 3.7.1. However, other constraints


may require this type turn so the modifications to the above


logic are described here. There are four.








URTl+ R sin UFT
URT3 = URT2 






Second, change the sign of the azimuth error


Daz=- (A - A) 	 (3.12Y)


Third, command the opposite signs bank angle


- si(nD81n) sin n) 	 (3.22t) 
Finally, redefine the unit vector tc by







The above guidance scheme can be found twice more
 

in this report in increasing levels of detail. First,


detailed flow graphs are presented in Appendix B. Second,
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conditions and landing sites. 
 
is described first. This trajectory starts near


150,000 feet just prior to the transition maneuver.


The landing site 	is chosen to be centered within the


vehicle capability from this point. The vehicle


initial state is 	summarized in Table 4-1.


V 	 = 6055 fps


H 	 = 143020 ft.


Y= 	 -1.9 deg


azimuth 	 = 45'


Mach 	 = 5.71











Runway latitude 	= 2.4 deg


Runway longitude 	= 2.4 deg


Runway azimuth 	 = 75 deg


Table 4-1: Vehicle Initial State and Nominal Runway


The ground track for this trajctory is shown in


Fig. 4.1. On this trajectory are shown tick marks for


each minute of flight. Almost 17 1/2 minutes elapse


(1040 sec). Shown also are the initial pre-aim, and the


target for transition maneuver, as described in Section 3.2.


The transition maneuver starts at about 90 seconds.and ends


at the six minute point. In this trajectory, a one-turn
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An expanded view of the ground track and an


elevation view of the last 10 minutes of flight


Shown here is the offset
are shown in Fig. 4.2. 
 
target and desired center of curvature.


In Fig. 4.3 are the altitude, velocity and


altitude rate time histories. Altitude rate is 
 seen
 
to be about -250 feet/sec during the transition


maneuver and shows small peaks at the start of both


the turn and the final approach. Steps in altitude


rate are also seen for each of the flare maneuvers.


The altitude here shows a 2 Slope character: Steeper


for the first 400 seconds due to the supersonic L/D


or 2, and later shallower with the subsonic L/D of 7.


The velocity decreases in a monotone fashion with the









The control variables in Fig. 4.4 

angle, angle-of-attack and speed brake deflections.


The roll angle shows the reversal at 150 seconds as


part of the transition ranging. At 360 seconds there


is an impulse of roll angle as the vehicle heads toward


target 2. Circling flight begins at about 600 seconds


with a near constant bank angle of 20 degrees. At 900


seconds the turn is complete and the final approach begins.


The angle-of-attack starts at 26 degrees (not 29)


due to the phugoid damping which attempts to maintain an


altitude rate of -250 ft/sec. 
 At 90 seconds the pitch over
 
is begun, though this is partially masked by the damper


actions. The transition is complete at about 400 seconds


arriving at an angle-of-attack of 7 degrees. The final


approach shows an alpha of 6 1/2 degrees starting at about


900 seconds. Finally, the flare maneuvers show the double


pulse character for the first and second flares and charac­







a pulse to about 40% at the 
 start
The speed brake shows 

of the final approach finally settling to a 20% deflection.


Not shown is the landing gear deflection which
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The dynamic pressure in Fig. 4.5 is not constant


during the turn as the turn angle prediction implicitly


assumes. This is because of the model of the 040a vehicle


which shows a slow decrease of CL with Mach number. Dynamic


pressure must therefore increase to maintain equilibrium.


The characteric drop as seen in dynamic pressure at the end
 

as the vehicle is pitched up on the flare maneuver.


The total acceleration, also in Fig. 4.5, does not


stray far from the one g level. The peak is 1.25 g. The


double pulse corresponding to the two flares is also seen in


the acceleration trace as it was in the angle-of-attack trace.


The predicted and desired turn angles are shown in


Fit. 4.6. It is seen that these two angles converge as


driven by the 20 degree bank angle. A nonlinearity has been


noted in the turn angle to bank angle. Namely, increasing


the bank angle from the nominal 30 degree bank angle shows








Details of the flare maneuver are seen in Fig. 4.6


showing altitude, altitude rate, velocity and angle-of­

attack as a function of range-to-go to the landing site.


The first flare shows an step in alpha of about 2 degrees


lasting about 2 seconds. The second flare lasts only


about 3 seconds. There is a characteristic drop in alpha


just before touchdown as the ground-effect becomes effective.
 

The touch down velocity of 261 fps is low. This is


made possible by using the ground effect which allows an early


flare. This should probably be increased by delaying the first


flare (decreasing HTT) and at the same time decreasing the
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Fig. 4.1f: Altitude, Altitude Rate, Velocity and Alpha








4.2 Variations on Nominal Case


4.2.1 Two Turn Case


A two turn case for the nominal target is shown 
in Figs. 4.8 - 4.11. This is the more natural mode for 
the nominal target centered in the footprint. It was 
generated by setting the angle-of-attack after transition 
to the max L/D value of 8 degrees and letting the steering
equations choose the desired number of turns. 
 Only the







The ground track is in Fig. 4.8. There is a


characteristic drift toward the landing site from the


desired turn center. This is due in part to the


increasing roll angle during the turn, but more directly

it is caused by the fact that a higher velocity and slower


turn rate at the start of the turn would naturally

contribute to such a drift.


Altitude, altitude rate and velocity traces


in Fig. 4.9 are very similar to the nominal case


transients marking the beginnings and end of the turn


segment are seen in altitude rate. Small transients at


700 and 750 seconds also mark the step changes in roll as


the center control is exercised.


The control variables in Fig. 4.10 are also similar


to the nominal case. Angle-of-attack is near constant near


8 degrees until the start of the final phase.


Roll angle starts near the nominal value of 30 degrees,

but increases slowly as the initial turn angle predictions

overpredicted the turn capability. A step down, then up, then


down is seen in the roll angle as controlled by the center


of curvature control logic.


The speed brake shows a nearly constant 30% deflection


starting at 850 seconds, the beginning of the final phase.


The dynamic pressure in Fig. 4.11 again shows its


characteristic rise,this time partly in response to the ever­

increasing roll angle. The acceleration does not wander











In response to the discussion with pilots [ 5]


and the results of other MSC investigations [4 ], a two


turn trajectory was generated with this logic by changing


certain control parameters. This would appear to be a






take-over from a primary system failure. 

was constrained to 30 degrees and the target point was set


at 5 nm before the runway and the corresponding final


approach altitude set to 5000 feet. In this way, the vehicle


would pass over the runway on the first turn.


The resulting trajectory is shown in Figs. (4.12)


through (4.15). The ground track in Fig. (4.12) shows


the characteristic down wind leg away from the runway. Though


the runway is only about 20 nm away at most, this may not


be desirable for the nominal landing. Note that the initial


targeting provided an initial turn radius of the right value.


The altitude rate in Fig. (4.13) is "busier" in this








The control variables shown in Fig. (4.14) show


slightly more variation in angle-of-attack. The constant


roll angle segments might be easier for a nominal mode.


The acceleration and dynamic pressure in Fig. 4.15


also show more variation than do the other two cases.


4.2.3 Left Turn Case


A left turn nominal case is illustrated in Fig. 4.15a.


This is in response to the guidance changes described in


Section 3.9. It is expected that right hand turns would be


used universally. This would make the pilot monitor task


easier. Only would an unusual mission constraint, notyet
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Landing sites other than nominal were tested to 
 
the guidance t' range to 'the-capability

-the capability bf 
This of course is the same as varying
limits of the vehicle. 
 
the initial position of the vehicle relative to a fixed


landing site. Such variations might occur due to faulty nav­

igation during the preceding trajectory segments. A once






to give particularly large initial errors. 
 
errors on the order of 30 nm are possible.


Ten different landing sites are shown in this section.


In all cases, the vehicle starts in the same state as


described in Table 4.1. The landing sites are in the order












































8 	 .5 	 .5 missed 
1.5 3.5 large crossway
9 
 
10 3.5 1.5 large crossway


Table 4.2 	 Landing Site Locations
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In most cases, a two turn trajectory results because


at this point a one turn trajectory had not been selected








Case one, target at (3.3,3.3), shown in Fig. 4.16,


represents the extreme long range case. An early transi­

tion starting point was even required to squeeze out the


extra 10 nm that this allows.


The circles increase slightly in diameter as the


range to target decreases from case to case until we


come to the target at (1.5, 1.5). In this case, the


guidance must try hard to get back to the final approach


path and only a half turn on to final approach is possible.


The next case, target at (1.0,1.0) Fig. 4.22, is not


possible with the azimuth limiter on. For that matter, it


is near the minimum possible range. An approach from the


other runway directions should be considered in this case.


The effect of the variable lead angle logic, Section 3.8.1,


is seen starting at 1.5 degrees latitude.


The landing site at (.5,.5), Fig. 4.23, is not attainable








The two large cross track landing sites are shown in


Figs. 4.24 and 4.25. They are ± 85 nm from initial


trajectory plane. Somewhat greater lateral range is


possible but was not tested.
 

In all, landings are demonstrated within a band
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4.4.1 Semi Steady Winds






extreme test, is shown in Fig. 4.26. 
 
attempts to land into a head wind with no compensations.


The profile of this wind is also shown in Fig. 4.26.






compensate for this wind as 
 
with winds of 1/2 this magnitude have been made, however.


The center-of-curvature control is the reason for this


capability. The vehicle is blown off course and the center­

of-curvature control brings it back.


Three additions to the logic will allow this capability











The first is to replace VA with VAIR, the air speed


in the steering equations. Second change the bias on the


start of the offset target calculations











KBIAST = .03 nm/fps








Third, modify the commanded angle-of-attack in the


final phase by using this difference by an amount Da.






KWF = .01 deg/fps 
With these modifications, the trajectory for a


head wind and cross wind result as shown in Figs. 4.28 and


4.35. Of most interest is the extreme action of the roll


angle in Fig. 4.30 and 4.34, in compensating for the wind


action. Note also that air speed not ground speed is
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Fig 4.4261: Ground Track & Elevation Views for (tzc ree Head Wind 







Only limited testing with gusts was made. A gust


of the 1-cosine form was introduced during the final


approach phase where the gust effect is most pronounced.


These tests are illustrated for a downward gust


and a cross wind gust introduced at 950 secs and lasting for


30 seconds. The peak value of the gust is 40 ft/sec. The


down wind gust effect on the nominal trajectory is
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FigA.3 6 :Ground Track for Cross Wind Gust During Final Approach 
4.5 Vehicle Parameter Variations


In this section the vehicle mass and the vehicle


L/D are each varied ± 20% for the nominal trajectory.


Satisfactory performance is seen in all cases except


that more information is needed in the flare logic in


the low L/D case.


The heavier vehicle ground track is shown in


Fig. 4.37. A higher velocity corresponding to the


higher wing loading is seen. Also a tighter than


nominal radius turn is made.


The lighter vehicle ground track is in Fig. 4.38.


A higher than nominal turn radius is seen as is a lower


than nominal landing velocity.


The high L/D vehicle ground track is shown in Fig. 4.39.


A larger swing than nominal results from the transition


ranging guidance responding to the higher ranging


capability. Also a high landing velocity, 345 fps, shows








The low L/D case, Fig. 4.40 shows almost a direct


path to the runway with no turn possible. The trajectory


was nominal up until the flare. There the vehicle fell


7700 feet short of the runway as the range capability did


not exist in the flare. Logic to allow for this possibility


should be an easy addition. This logic would vary
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Variations Were made of ± 20% density about the








The 20% decrease in density ground track is shown


in Fig. 4.41. It is very similar to the low weight


case, Fig. 4.37, as one might expect. Even the landing








The 20% increased case, Fig. 4.42 is very similar


to the high mass case. Again, the landing velocities


of the two cases compare very closely.
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The effect of navigation errors was determined by a


simulation combining the steering equations in a closed


loop manner with an aided inertial navigation system.


The navigation system is essentially that of ref. [12]


although reasonably close agreement has been obtained


with results of ref. [14].


The 	 system details are in Appendix E.


The 	 component parts are:


1. 	 Kearfott KT70 Inertial Navigation Unit


2. 	 Navigation Filter of ref. [12]


* with 13 states (2 DME bias estimates)
 







3. 	 Six measurements to update navigation














6. ILS glide slope


A second case using 3 Cubic CR100 type precision
4. 
 
DME's was considered. 
In the first case, attention was turned to the landing 
site at Cape Kennedy. This landing site and vehicle initial 
conditions are in Table 4-3. 
V = 6055 fps 
H = 143020 ft 
y =-1.9 deg 
azimuth - 115 deg 
Mach - 5.77 
a 290 
latitude - 29.43 
longitude = 275.45 
runway latitude = 28.55 deg 
runway longitude = 279.39 deg 
runway azimuth = 150 deg 
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The initial errors are summarized in Table 4-4.


These are from Ref. [I1 as typical of a once-around


aDort mission using Kearfott equipment. The navigation


update time was 5 sec. initially, and 1 sec. on final


approach. A table of significant navigation events is


given in Table 4-5.


The ground track for this trajectory is shown in


Fig. 4.43. The similarity to-the nominal trajectory,


Fig. 4. 1, is by design. The trajectory parameters are


shown in Fig. 4.44 through 4.46.


The altitude error time history is shown in Fig. 4.47.


Both the actual error and computer one sigma estimate is


shown. It is seen that there is little improvement


in this altitude error until the barometric altimeter comes


on at 215 seconds. A second improvement comes at 940 seconds


under the action of the radar altimeter. See the expanded


scale Fig. 4.48. There is but 40 seconds of good altitude


information before touchdown. But it is enough.


The East position error time history is shown-in


Fig. 4.49. The initial value of 40000 meter is reduced


to about 1000 meters within the first several measurements.


A second improvement comes with the barometric altimeter event.


And another improvement comes with the action of the ILS


localizer, on at 900 sec, Fig. 4.50. Finally, the improvements


effected by the radar altimeter show their effect in the East


channel at about 980 sec.


The North channel errors, Fig. 4.51, are slower to converge


That is because this is the largely unobservable cross track


direction. But again, the barometric altimeter helps convergenc,








The only real effect of these errors is seen in the


commanded roll angle, Fig. 4.44, where excursions (noise) of


about 2 degrees is seen. The initial transient as the large


initial errors are solved is the step from -29 to -15 degrees.


That the cross track error can be a problem is illustrated


in Table 4-6. Here are one minute summaries of actual errors


for the largest allowable initial cross track error (6N=32000).


Larger errors cause filter divergence. This is illustrated


in a failed case, Table 4-7, (6N = -64000). Here, the filter


settled on a false solution displaced in track because there
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The condition was easily fixed by using the VOR portion


of the DME for the first 200 seconds. Even though the VOR


had a bias of 1 degree, this was enough to resolve the


problem. No amount non-linear filtering will solve this problem.


More information must be added. An alternate solution would








4.7.1 Precision DME Navigation


Still another solution would be to use more precise








A ground track of trajectory guided with this equipment


is shown in Fig. 4.53. The equipment is described in Ref. [12].


The three transponders are placed 3 Km to the side 3 Km in front


and 15 Km in front of the runway. A 30 sec. update is initially


made with a 5 sec. update on final approach. As can be seen


from Fig. 4.54 to 4.56, a much lower level of errors results


than in the preceding case. Were other considerations not


overriding, such as the cost of equiping alternate runways,
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Start DME measurements (2)


Start Baro altimeter (H = 30Km)


Start localizer (H = 2.84m)


Start radar altimeter (H = 800m)


Start fast time update (H < 400m)


Closest approach to DMEl (H = 101.6m)


Drop DME2 (elevation less than 10)
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Velocity error (m/s) Position error (m)


Time VE VN Vup 6 6N 6tp 
(sec) 
0 .43 0.0 0.7 40000 -32000 
3000 
60 23.87 .11 1.66 - 2655.6 -22241 3167.3 
120 20.75 - 9.98 6.20 - 1096.4 -20858 
4265.3 
180 16.13 -38.71 2.02 - 986.91 -25689 
980.50 
240 7.13 18.10 44.72 - 1519.3 -11268 
831.90 
300 - 1.04 45.27 32.10 - 1726.8 - 6024.6 
1528.6 
360 -11.28 28.31 11.52 - 2810.1 - 4925.0 
819.98 
420 - 8.30 11.11 1.90 - 3261.0 - 3812.5 108.69 
48'0 - 8.63 3.14 0.72 - 3434.0 - 3149.4 
- 50.58 
540 - .05 3.79 .83 - 2144.2 - 1338.1 -
17.09 
600 5.56 - 2.78 .42 - 1186.6 - 672.51 -
25.12 
660 4.26 -10.05 1.83 - 274.68 - 725.72 -
29.47 
720 - 3.59 - 7.13 -1.95 - 469.15 - 900.88 - 51.75 
780 - .31 1.56 1.26 - 500.96 - 468.48 -
25.20 
840 7.10 .81 .64 - 185.32 - 104.97 - 13.76 
900 2.75" .21 .75 - 353.80 - 269.73 -
1.24 
960 2.05 .98 .72 33.98 8.60 -
4.97 
1014 - 1.25 - .23 .04 - 9.05 - 1.72 .69 
Table 4-6: Time History of Position and Velocity Errors with 
Large Initial Latitude Error 
2/6/73 
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V V N up N up 
0 0.43 0.0 0.7 40000 -64000 3000 
60 105.16 4.99 1.48 - 3476 -76296 2809 
120 106.09 2.83 5.85 2949 -76522 3122.8 
180 96.59 - 22.40 2.84 7418 -75163 - 550.27 
240 93.51 - 88.94 - 93.95 14687 -88546 -10745 
300 19.82 -202.97 206.95 4240.9 -80166 10284 
360 17.58 -573.22 19.21 13699 -132520 10417 
420 113.37 -472.61 19.77 20136 -161300 4435.9 
480 371.52 7.22 57.60 37796 -163290 2186.9 
540 417.00 199.29 - 34.83 78504 -161940 1288.7 
600 773.33 120.09 32.85 136140 -156420 534.57 
660 638.78 503..49 23.07 162840 -134580 904.24 
720 426.31 528.02 - 6.11 181350 -102590 258.17 
780 284.50 693.54 36.43 190770 -76417 816.73 
840 7.92 626.86 - 13.03 186200 -41012 587.43 
900 -189.56 656.10 32.77 177700 -13577 884.22 
960 -340.35 521.03 - 19.25 159880 10274 - 40.25 
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Velocity error (in/s) 	 Position error (m)

Time VE VN Vup 6E 6N 6uP 
(sec) - _ - - ­
0 	 .43 0.0 
 0.7 40000 -64000.0 	 3000
 
60 	 3.01 -7.12 1.93 
 56.45 - 2533.1 	 2994.3

120 1.35 	 -7.63 
 -0.93 47.09 - 2245.5 1889.2
 
180 
 3.14 -1.88 	 3.72 443.97 - 1922.9 2884.3
 
240 	 .34 
 1.81 -1.09
 33.43 -	 244.72 301.10
 
300 - .61 2.15 -4.03 	 - 10.44 63.91 - 122.18
 
360 - .83 .87 -3.03 - 51.15
 46.94 - 228.06 
420 -	 .94 - .08 -1.50 ­ 83.55 - 23.85 - 148.73 
480 
 - .88 - .39 - .68 - 97.34 - 30.65 - 134.40 
540 - .26 	 - .20 - .08 - 1.83 45.08 - 105.66
 
600 	 .15 - .12 
 .17 11.55 50.99 - 73.59 
660 - .06 ­ .005 .44 - 17.28 37.67 - 48.31
 
720 	 .48 .006 .67 19.02 33.20 - 30.83 
780 	 .60 .05 .64 47.64 44.50 - 24.31 
840 
 .70 .000 .52 90.06 54.45 - 19.12 
900 - .33 -	 .40 
 .50 45.55 - 43.42 -	 13.79
 
960 	 .48 .27 
 .61 12.28 - 3.60 15.84
 
1007 -	.01 
 .38 .02 .41 11.59 - .17
 
Table 4-8:Time History of Position and Velocity Errors with
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Satisfactory performance has been demonstrated for


this steering over a large spectrum of conditions. This


leads to the main conclusion of this report that analytic


techniques can lead to an effective and flexible Shuttle


The spiral mode may not be most desirable.
guidance system. 
 
But the spiral approach does put one in the vicinity of


the airport at maximum altitude, a desirable feature. And


the circling descent keeps the vehicle in close contact


with landing strip, also desirable. The near constant


bank angle mode provides a relatively smoother ride than


other guidance modes. Wind compensation through center-

of-curvature control has shown dramatic performance. 
 But
 
all these features are away from the main point, which is


whatever scheme is selected, it should be analytic in


Each of the flight segments of any of the methods
nature. 

studied can be represented by simple formulae. By repre­

senting the vehicle capabilities with simple formulae and


then closing guidance loops around these representations,


a smooth natural type trajectory is almost certain to evolve.


And new mission constraints will not be precluded as they


might in some rigid type approach.


A combined guidance and navigation study has been


accomplished. These studies showed that satisfactory


performance is possible with conventional landing aids.


The convergence of the large initial errors to low


values is within several time steps and the noise in the








But there is a real danger in the use of the navigation


aids proposed as the standard for this study. Navigation


divergence can result from large initial errors which push








In particular, large cross-track errors can cause filter


The fixes are obvious, but the trend has appeared.
divergence. 

Namely, the proposed navigation equipment seems to be tending


to a bare minimum type system. If this is true, careful attention


must be given to extreme cases such as the non-linear problem


that arose in this study.


A much happier solution to the navigation problems is


the precision ranging equipment. It is too bad that this


type system has lost favor because of such things as cost
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK


Some areas of the guidance system were not


exhaustively studies. The navigation ranging is


The flare logic in the presence of large vehicle
one. 
 
variations is another. The pilot-guidance system


These as well as all the phases
interface is another. 
 
But 	 in all these cases,
can benefit from more work. 
 
only minor improvements will possibly result.


Some larger areas that need work are:








2. 	 Use the closed loop guidance system in a


failure analysis to determine what critical


parts need be protected and what others to be


self corrected by the navigation system. For


example, where would an undetected accelerometer


failure cause navigation errors that the Kalman


filter could not correct?


3. 	Add the inner loop rotational freedoms. The


commanded rates are not large but this should


be checked out. The supersonic and transonic








4. Perform man-in-the-loop simulations to further


determine pilot capabilities and desires.


It appears that this solution to the Shuttle approach


and landing problem is fundamentally a good one. It has


been my experience that the early stages of a program show


large variations in vehicle parameters, mostly in the adverse


The 	 latest baseline Shuttle vehicle has considerably
direction. 
 
less flying ability than the 040a. Another large area of work


would therefore be to:


1. 	 Adapt th6 design to these changes or verify that


these changes are within the guidance capability.


2. 	 Define performance limits below which the Shuttle
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DERIVATION OF TURN ANGLE AS A FUNCTION OF


INITIAL AND FINAL VELOCITY


This derivation is essentially the same as that


of ref. [ 1 1. An additional term has been added as






- in the equilibrium altitude rate term. Ref. [9


Msumed constant dynamic pressure and the dynamic


pressure appears explicitly. Here, constant dynamic








If we assume equilibrium flight, the centrifugal


so that the rate of turn is
acceleration is g tan * 






We can differentiate the equation 
 
solve for the rate of change of velocity


dL 1 SCL(V2 dt 2pVL) (A.2)


Since in equilibrium the lift is constant, this


so we can solve for rate
derivative is equal to zero 
 
of change of velocity


dV V dp (A.3) 
dt = 2fT dt 
-SH 
In an exponential atmosphere, p = poe , so 
we have 




dV _ VS dH (A.5) 
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The particle equations are


dv Dd-t- g sin Y (A.6) 
VY = cos g (A.7) 
In equilibrium, Vy in eq. (A.7) is negligibly small, 




o = --cos * - g cos Y 
or

L cos 4 g (A.8) 
m 
since cos y = 1.

We can solve for tan yusing Eq. (A.6) & (A.8) 
dv D (A)1 + dt-m 
tan Y =i/ (A.9)o 
T) Cos 4 
We assume tan y = sin y so we can write 








Using Eq. (A.8) we can write for D/m


D/m = =. 9 
( ) cos 
Substitute Eq. (A.10) & (A.11) into Eq. (A.5) 
dvV2 _ 8(D L )cos ¢ dV 




dV V 2 
2+ (A.13)
at 2()cos V B 
-108­
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Use Eq. (A.13) to eliminate time from Eq. (A.i)


_vd0 2g L sin4( (il+- 2 )  
Fv- D2g 
2g sin , (L) sin 4 (A.14)D2C V 3 D V 















Note that constant dynamic pressure is implied so that






(h l  h 2  ln(VL) L1 n -P2 = (A.16) 
by using the exponential atmosphere property. Finally we













+1 (L) sin 4 (hI - h2 ) 
The first term in Eq. (A.17) was the form used in


ref. [ 1]. The second term is the correction due to non


negligible dV and can account for 15% of th, turrn angle as

















The succeeding pages show the detailed flow


graphs for the steering logic. This is for the


steering program, LNDSTR3 shown in Appendix D.


The nomenclature and list of computer constraints
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Appendix C: Nomenclature for Computer Listings






















OALr DEG ADE 

o FT 











































































COM ANDED ANGLE OF AT ACK 

OLD COM-ANDEJ ANGLE OF AT ACK 

-AZ-IMIt-j-T-H 
COS OF RUNWAY AZIMUTH 

SIN OF RUNWAY AZIMUTH 

COS TURN ANGLE 

SIN OF TURN ANGLE 
COS OF RL2 

INDICATOR OF CENTER CONTROL 

CHANGE IN ALPHA 






CALCULATED LEAD ANGLE IN 

ROL ANGLE INCREMENT 

TURN ERtO& FOR 180 DEG CASE 

DISTANCE BETWE-N DESIRED AND TRUE CENTER 

LEAD ANGLE IN S-TJRN 

CALCULATED ALTITUDE LOS, IN TURN 




TURN AWGLE (DTHO-DTHI) 

PREDICTED TURN ANGLE 

DESIRED TURN ANGLE 

PREVIOUS VALUE OF DTH1 

LATERAL DISPLACEMENT FROM RUNWAY 
LATERAL DISP WITH NOMINAL ROL 

TURN CALCFACTOR IN A'IGLE 




ALTITUDE IN TURN ANGLE CALC 





ALTITUDE IN 180 DEG TURN CALC 

INDICATOR FOR MODE 

INDICATOR TO RETARGET FINAL PHASE 

INDICATOR TO START S TURN 

INDICATOR FOR S TURN 

INDICATOR FOR FLARE 

INDICATOR FOR ROLl. REVERSAL IN TRANSIT!ON 







INDEX IN DTH1 CALC 




































































































































NOMI 4AL R''GE TO GO) 
REF ?-NC." ALT! 'lDE RATF 
ALTI'IIDE LATE 
CONVERT - ADI ANS TO rEGRE S 
FARTH eADI'Jc 
CO1l ANDE' WL 
FINAL Ti.RN tADJ 'S 
INT AL T'IRJ 
COM ANJE. ROL 
COM ANOF', ROL 
DISTANCE 914T:;' 




N O%IRED AND ACTiUAL CENT .9-, 
-T 

SPE D 3RAKE T. ,A 










IW';IrE') ItGN OF RlT. 
r)Eylq-C,) SIGN OF N"IL 
,l-)ICITY 
 MAGNIrIOE 
.'ATIVE LOGII-Y 'IAGNITJUCI 
!4l7oCITY A !IPM ';-TA " 
rf)-I, -'W", /Fl-FIOCIT T
A '>L2 
INEOTIAi. %'-LOCITY MAGNIT,JI)iE 
'11 IN R CA.cG

LATEFq AL VCLOCITY 





































12 IN Q CAL' 
VELOCITY *J4 S1 CAL'. 
O,.l Y .ARAh3LE 
DEM Y /ARI'" LE 




ROJECT:' TARGEr UNTr 
NIT VECTOR AT DESIRE-') 
UNIT "JORMAL TO PLANE 





F VEHICLE AND TA.GET 
')NIT NORMAL TO PLANE OF 'IC AND '301 
UNIT VECTOR EAST 
INTTTAL IINIT VECTOR EAST


UNIT VECTOR EA;T t,: 'k4GEY 
'JR X iNI1 (CRO; 0 PR(iICT) 
IN'T'AL IIA-5EU :NIT AqGET Q;CTOq 
'INIT "J00LIAL TO PlANE OF - A:NJD V 
INIT VECTOR NOPTH Al 'ARGET 
:iF X IRT (CROS LfPODIICT) 
UNIT VECTOR ALONG PIELD 
,lINIT VECTIR AT INTA.' LOuS CENTER? 
UNIT vECTOR NORTH 
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BIAS ON TARGET -
INDICATOR FOR 	 LEFT "lURN LOGIC


REF ROOT L)URIN TRANSITI-ON. 
%AIN DURIN6 TRANSITJONDAMPING 
IND. FOR COMPENSATING ROLL TRANSIE,T -I! ,H "L"."

GAIN TO BIAS FINAL PHASE ALPHA FO NINO 
GAIN TO BIAS TARGET COMPENSATI d F,)H ,'S 




CENTER OF CUNVAT'J-E C,)'4T1.)LINDICATOR FOx 
' -

LIM;T ALPHA RNTE (SIMULATING vJfOr '. IT)


LIMiT NOL* IN 	 TRANSITION


BIAS ON BEFORE FINAL '-HAStTARGET 

MAX AAIrAUTH RATE SUPERSONICAL Y


MAX ROLi- IN TRANSITCON


MIN ROL- IN TRANSITiON


NOM AC,EL DURING TRANSITIOri 

HA ,F ,lc')Vt.T:.'),lJ
FINAL VEL FOR 	 TRANSITION 
 
ER 0 IN TRA', iI' O.&'
LIMIT HEADING 
START AZIMUTH 	 PAT- LI1 i
VELOCITY T) 
 
BIAS ON TARGET DURING FIRST rL4(.E 
MAX ALT RATE IN FLARE








MAX ALT FOR SPEED BRAKE


MIN VALUE OF RL2


GAIN FOR CURVATURE CONTROL


BLENDINIG GAIN FOR ALPHA


SCALE HEIGHT IN TURN CALC


FACTOR IN RR CALC.


FACTOR IN DTH CALC.


ALT tHRESH FOR 2ND FLARE


INCREMENTAL G FOR 2ND FLARE








FACTOR IN NOM VEL FOR S.B.


NOM VEL IN S.B. CALC


GAIN IN FINAL PHASE LAT CONTROL


GAIN IN FINAL PHASE LAT CONTROL


VEL TO DEPLOY LANDING GEAR


IN FOR LANDING GEAR


118 SB PERCENT 20 
 
1!9 ISBI N.D. 1 
 
120 ALF7 DEG 7 
 
121 KTR DEG/FPS .0U75 
12' VLM2 FPS 401:s 
.123 VLM1 FPS 120. 
124 KTURN N.D. 1 




IND FOR SPEED BRAKE








VELOCITY TO START PITCH OVER


VELOCITY TO END PITCH OVER






IND OF TANRil 
 
LIMIT ROL T) CHANGE 	 '\LPH I iF, AL PHASE 12t) ROL 4 DEG 	 20 
NOT USED121 It 1!)) N.0. I 
126 INUd N.D. 0 INDICATOR FO USING rUL 4 
ER 0 N CO-Ir )L129 L,.AA N.D, 	 -I. LIM;T . C 
ON TARGEr JN 	 F) IAL H,;Sa',].5 'ijAS1'N.M. 	 1.8 BIAS 
FPS'. 10 INCREMENTAL 6 FOR FLA.E1.5' Gs2 
-LA-E
152 ')T2 FPs 	 -18 NOMINAL SINK 	 RATE AFT-?
 
,*h2 FT 50 FLARE ALTITUDE AFTER LA C:i 
6 NOM ALPHA IF -'A-
 r
1.'4 Ai -	 DEG 
UEb 4b BIAS 	 TURN A'JGLEJ-rO s:.v<< FINAL PHMrL1,5.- Jr,-
BIAS TO SrAR, S.":tAIGSHT SE(i-NT136 DT"LM1 lDEG 	 90 DIECT 0 t-]NALNOT USED INLUCAFOR F{o)1.51 INu6 N.D. 	 1. 




.02 DAMPING "AIN-".hAL PHxSE
I4,J K0'AP1 
MIN ALPHA
14 ALFMN DEG 	 4 
 
lb MAX ALPHA
142 ALFMX DEG 
 
RANGE TO END OF SET 
 "ARGEf CALC143 RFiLM FT 	 bI' 
FUR 4 A"' GLE FOR C .UNT'-L1 I)THC DEG 20. MIN 
 
A 1/DEG 1.4 CHANGE OF L/D .1TH ALP'-II
1Qt )L -
GAIN 0'4 
 DELTA L/U-FINAL PHASE
ILIA) KALF N.D. 2 	
 
NORMINAL L/D-FINAL PHASE
147 LDU N.D,- b 
 
50 NOMINAL LID-FINAL PHASE
148 -qLb DEG 
 
20 BIAS ON PREDICTTED TURN A iGLE
14' OTIAS DEG 
 
.7b NOMINAL ROL. IN 5-TURN LOGIC

1U UEL6 	 RAID 
 
15± D2LIM FT 20Uw 
	 MIN ER;:O- FOR S-TURN
 
MIN ER,:O'" FOR C-J CONTROL
152 DEL--IM FT 200 1 
 
CC CONTROL
15 LM2 N.D. 	 2 
 LIMIT ER-Ol. FOR 
BIAS TO END STRAIGHT 	SESM.-_NT
1b4 DTHLM DEG 30 
 
DAMPING GAIN-PHASE .5
1b KOMP N.D. 	 .01 
 
NOMINAL ALPHA-BEFORE 	 FINAL PHASE








ib8 MOOT 	 -

SLUGS 43bO VEHICLE MASt­
ib9 i 
 
7 NOMINAL L/D-BEFORE FINAL PHASE
160 LOU 	 N.D-

RUNWAY AZIMUTH
1bl AZR 	 DES 75 

162 RLI 
 DEG 50 NOMINAL ROLL
 
163 -	 -
FACTOR IN DTH CALCULATION
164 FTR N.D. 	 .9 
 
100u' ALTITUDE TO START FINAL PHASE














The Fortran computer listings by which these


trajectories were generated are included here. The


main program is EQMOTl. It calls in turn: 
INIT The initialization program 
A The input data file 
ATMOS The 1962 U.S. Standard Atmosphere 
LNDSTR The steering program 
AERO The aerodynamic subroutine 
AERDY4 contains the 040a vehicle 
Sub. Fort contains the following subroutines:


DIFEQ 4th Order Range Kutta Gill integratter


ATMOS The 1962 U.S. Standard Atmosphere


AXB Vector cross product routine


UNITV Routine to unitizing a vector


VSUB, VAD Vector subtraction and addition


VECSCL Vector times scalar routine


Subl. Fort contains these subroutines:


SIND, COSD sine cosine of angles in deg.
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-2.000o000F 	02 -.	 C0200 n0 n.0 -1. LOUUU0's Ou 1.79.P9-Jc$3B 00 3, )133


01-1 .0OO0A1r r) 5.0(C)00 00 u ,)UJ'f 3- ) '1
1.fl) '001) 	 l 1.Oj3uC:' uC 	 -. .1L" 
" Cl 1. 0 0 1 .CCf1JUL Oc 	U.U5dJ3t-,2 j,33 	 ,)t r).OC'iO000F GC000 0 $.55Ltk 
" .00DC,CE 00" 1.50000(05C 0 1 5.0CCOY ) Ud 0't /.UUOO3UUL 02 J.OwJtCoA. jc1G.;)J1.r 
2.OCOUO0CF CO 5.0000000c 00 3.0OOUO0c ul 2.JUUuut0= U1 7.bUOJOuuS-Ut ).2 )Jb'3 
2.0000000F 03 0.0 2.00C1OOO0E O 3.b00()000 03 v.-v)Q9',2C-03 0.' )015i 
-2.9oOCC- 01--0.........--- 0.0 - .4.DOuU( J 0B 7.3O0u0uJ2 00 03)31-,O





File A: Input Data for Nominal Case


F,'ES-A V C tEVFL 21 	 LNutTA DATE '= 73078 15/55/44 PA6E 0001


71SL1"OCUITIN' U'ITdAk, V,UeO,VAXA,V X,LIM 1,AR61.L,A;H,AAG,

* VI1 J)lI - CTHI,Sz0 INI LATT,Lu;4STAi.*'lttU;UJIF, ALFI,OTLGS)


C002 IPPLICIT VA 11-N)







0005 OTPI'Sj r r!0(3,gV(3) ,A( lotj) -EO3),UL(3, AZt3),TLtI(3),UNIt3)


0007 	 CI'-NS IFrN CQTJ (3 )ut;3) UL 1(3 ),UC2 (3) ,UK[FIt i 12) 
0008 0!,,vNS'"! tl(3) IJLMI(3k ,UE(3)

-fC09 NV0UTVA
C t(A114),Ukr),(Ac/),ULj,(A(20),8L3),A(28)P L4). .. 
 . 
*(AI8J).KA ASW4),CA(oe),KolASr), (A(7dJ,IL[) ,
* (A(6O)KrOVPT),tA (IV) ,RDFRFT), (A( 1), IND22),


'--( A(1, n LT ,(A iv,) vF),. A 193 1,ACTR ),iA (92) kL 1.00, --------............












* (A(i07),XCLJ,(A(Oo) ,FLTR2),(A(Ii),fiSl ,A(104),KLND),
t--A{I11,KS },(A(li~iO,R013),(A(i0g) ,GF3),CA(1OJ ,1TT2), 
 -... . .........

* (A III).SPC, (Ai t) ,VV) ,(AI 19),VF) , (A(11k) ,&ITOH), 

















* ,(A(161),AZLI,(A(1o),LrLl 	 (A(165)"HF),
(A(oi,LOUIDIAS11,?[ 
 
0010 	 EQ1I'VPL.E!:CF ({)o) ,ALFCI)t


* (ACI5) ,PTI.LM),1At1,),KUMP), (AC153) ,LMA),(At152),DELLIfl,


* At1A4),fTC),(Aji,J,DLUJA), (AL4o),KALFJ,(A(l',T),LDO), 
* (A(141),PTC.Ll),iA(44Z),ALl-MX),(A(141),ALFr.IN),(A(140),KDMPI) 
--0010 DATA LC./.,0.,0./ . .








-001; -- -6,.------6--.-.-....----.r -­
0015 	 CTHP=rTI­

o016 	 TSTAQT=L 












































0032 TANIII=SI NC(Lq)/C 0 1RL4)


0C33 TAM0 II=T ThL1







0037 -- - - CAZo=CCS (AZQ) . 

0038 ASSIGN I TC 11 

0035 IF(H.L.H) ASSIGN It TO 1i 

0040 - 1 (".LT.I-F) IND=4 






O04 ------ CALL AX)(BUF,IT,URTI)
-..3 . 

0044 Or 1116 1=1,3


0045 1116 TE(h IU0I(T )-JFII)*oIAS/RE


-----0 46-- - -- CALL t'ITV(TFM,U f(3,A,XI)-- -.................. ..... . ... . ... ... ..... ..


00.47 21 FOO'AT (5rI4.7) 

0048 DO 1119 11,1 

0050 IF{VIX.LT.VLM) 6U 10 111 

0051 D 1222 1=1,3 

0053 CLL LNITV(TIm,UkI/,xL,XI) 

0C54 ill CAL-L kXR(V,Q,IEM) 

-00--- ----- CALL- UNHIV(TE,LAL,XI)--- .............
H OC56 CALL LNTTV(O,Ul,XL,Xl) 
0057C CALL AX8(IJZ,IJ,,TEM) 

- 0058 - - CA.L LNlTV{TFH , A ,X1... . . . .... ... ... . .. . 

005q CALL bCCTl(UF,UL,X2) 

OVoC VA=VTX 




0063 AZIm=PICCCS (X? *AIJ 

--­ 1064- CAI L AI)Tl(v,U:,Ai).................. 

0)65 I(XI.LT.C.) ALI=zt.-ALIM 

CoLt IP(INC.FC.4.AN-.INU2.NE.1.J bU TO 4'to 
























rT.I .) XI:l..­ -
A'CCS(XLJ 
. ...... . ........... 
FcP TAN IV G LEVEL 21 	 LNDSTR DATE = 73078 15/55/44 PAGE 0003


r 1 	 , flI2) .... . ... ..... .. .. Tfl3fl-CA 'C U r -. . .. 
II,1(1,2,3, ) 
0iC IC(VIX.rT.VLMI) UO Tb 5 . . 
0081 IFIW.OTI.rC-I. GO TO :'). 
00"? O 5553 1,3 
sId A* IRE 

.C C4 L LNTTrV(Trt;,U.TZA1,X1) ..


00.12 	 5553 Tr'A(II)U T3 ( - V1X-VAXJUF(I VAX)R__ I I
 
C. 5 	 CALL L IT%,UItIt,UKIAiAXI) 
002-' 1'"1TI=I. . ­

0037 GP 2T 1.44e .... 






... - - - . i( nv4r,T .CT.DbLI RJLL=ATA2( ( DEL*VA)t"GSDTYll *RTD*TFST


0Ot IF(DFL.LT..01) A3SIbN 2 TO II


0f,',2 1rIFEL.IT..nt) Ili = Z


0093 2 -- CALL AfTR ItIMj I ULt)


CC';4 IF I I.NC .5i.?.ANu.kTUt;O.LE.R GLM) INU3=1.


C095 IFI !R.EQ.I.) tU I 225


0 IF 9TI T .I Ac..ANO. 14o0.E. 1. ND 4 -. .


U ?' UII NCU.rQ.4) A 1bN 4 LU II


On(13 Ir(jNc.rr,.4) Gu TO ,.'-,


OC99 .......... P ANL=ATNA2
I(DL LVAI. (GS*DT) I*RTD*TEST . . . .


olo IF14PRS(PCLL ).br.gLI) AULL=SIGN(RL1,k0LL)


0101 IF(XI ..T.0.I INU= 3


--	 0I-- - I Tr.LC.DIMVAJI 1N0 3 ...... 	
_rL.IIV)IIN= 
01-13 	 IT N C,.F.Q.3) ANS IGr4 3 10 II 
01C4 IF CIrC.EC.3) Gd TO 3


0105 ----- 225-.... = 1T,/tr


F 0106 IF(01it.l.) VAI=VA*SQRT(GS/(CRLL*AMAG))

N) 	 0107 	 FHI=H-IPHI 
o 	 I .. t.li).....-- 0I'fl .... V H (-~l{ 
 *3}] ................-	 ____--______
 
.1=Vft







0111 -- ' 223-- V?=VA1 FXnC4IfrMF)/(2.*HS)............







" 	 14'. -i ~ Rfr=V27?t?/(G t1M.JR11*2O9O2O00 .-----	 ______ 
il5 0" IlI' 1=1.3


Ol/ 1115 TEP( I }=tL 1j( tjf,RKrUV1 ( I)*ILI


117 .......... . CALL LN!TVITF. UL,,X1) ..... .. ..








.... 	 " I L;1111.......I-) 
= . . .. . 
012 	
 
O1.1I STH=-SORT II.-C:I mv, J


G l? 	 CAI L ApfrTiPItiJMUFA, ) 
" 	 0123 ... AoC.LT.0o) SI1-SrH ......


0124 0'? 1113 I=1,3


0125 1113 TF (I)=UP T3IfT)+ (RR-RK*CrH)*URT1(I)+RR*STH*UF(I))*ILT
0...1 
 ......... C\LL LNITVITF:4,UKr ,i,XL)..............................
 
0127 1114 IF(V2.GT.VI tjU 10 D 




~ t. r;H~r,*s 	 HS FTR * 	 IINr RL I)*G II/V2** Z-J°. VnwZ)XTD*FCTK 
 
+ KCLALOl*S'ND(KLI)*(Ht-It-H-)* R T / 12. *HS) 
0179 	 IFCINC.NE.3) UTH=rLTO-I$AS

-"-	 0130 DAZ=I6ZP-AZIMJ*LLr . . . . . . .. . . '-....... .

0131 00 222 IH=1,10

0132 IFI(It-360.+DALI.GT.OrH) GO TO 2222










0136-- - IF(TIC.NF.3..ANU.1HlNE.0.) OTHIIHItjbO.+0AL- .














* 	 0141 IF( TIC.kF.3) 01i11=1IHL 
-0142- - AG=APS( TI-1*SINOiKLl)/OTH) .... . .. . . . . . .. . ...-.. . . 
0143 IF tAPG.GT.I.) ARG=I. 
0144 PL2=A5SIN(APG)*RIL)
P0145-L2=Pit1KT!PtN4iRL2-RLI) . .. . "................... . 
0146 IFLDL2-GT.'L3) RLP-RLJ 
0147 IF(01t2.LT. 0 1.21 NI RL=,<LZMN
-018I(N2 C.l.) ... . --.. . . (ANRI=SIrD(HL2)/C0SD{RL2)- - . . . .... 
0149 IF!INC12.EC.I.k CRLI=LOSUIRL2) 
0150 IF!TNC12.EC.I.J FLTI=CUSU(RLI)/COSD(RLZJ 
n015 1=1,31118 
 
0152 1118 YEt'!I )=IJ {C!)+kr 4 UtLI) 
1 0153 2228 CAIt LNITV(TF,JI.U,XlXI









0 	 DPI,=-KCN* (Pl-N* F)
156 
- 0157 CALL-LNITV(Tri,UCAAIlX) -............. . 
O158 CALL t9nTP(LUzLILSTJ 
0159 DFtL=CANg(LC,UC1)*SF 
- Ooo- IF(INC3.''..) GO TO 17l- . --------­
0161 IFICTEST.EC.O.J GO TO 1117 
0162 	 OQL=-KrrN CEI2*SiGN( 1.,CTEsT} 
- 016l- IF(CTrST.tT.ttl21 6'0 To 1117.. .-- ...........








---- 0166 -- . TF(ABS(XI).LT.Lh3) 1,0 IU 1117--- -.--------- - - - - - --- ----- ------ ,.-..... .... . 
0167 IF(OEL2.GT.DFLLIM) RLz=O. 
0168 1117 1XFIIr.$-POTLUlLt.1d.) GO TO 4441 
$01r .........fnTI.LT.360..ANU. (WTH-OTIL-THILMI).GT.O.I---rn-6 
 
0170 4441 1F(IN .FC.3) K.LL(kL2*UENL)ILI


- 0171 IF(AS(0pLt).uI.RL3) ,LLL=SIuN(RL3,kOLL)











- 0175 IF(INC.EO.3) .ALPH=ALPH+K8LNO*(I.-DTHI/HI 1)( ALFC- ................


- 0176 .0 Tfl 444


'z'"' 7V'tC LEVEL 21 LNuSTk DATE 73078 15/55/44 PAGE 0005 
)017 3 0 FtT .Fi 1NU=4 
018 IFtDTFI1. LT.DTmim) IND=


0119 IF(TNt,.r .4) ASSIvi, TO 11

















01 5 RnTrrF-VA (LUU4CiKL1


01 . . . G' Tr 223


0187 4 CAtL. ArCTH.(UdJKMIIAkb) 
01,30 .......... =(V 2".{S rAdRLi))2.*rSN(DE/2Z}-oz ..


0100 CiLLW1pj (V,uWJ tVLAI


e1) 1 O3=STC%\(.' VLA1








0104 LrrCC=( prTrG-BIoASo o°0.) /H


" '9 "IF1c4.c.t.) & TOl 41
 












n201 -TCST 1... .
=  







- 0204 ------- IFI (ARS(tCI. J .GT.rL5) ROLL=SIGN( RLSPOLL)-------------------------------------. 
i-i 0205 ]F(ILC.F.I..ANM.VA.Lf.VLG? LG=1. 
c 02C6 LCCC=(QTrC-r-BIASL*uud0.)/H 






0209 PCTIr10.FC.1.J GU 10 44o 
0210------------ -- PTT=t'F2+( PCT**2e-ROJ2**)/(2.*GF2Y -- . - - - -----.- - - ­
0211 IrF4.-t.HTT) Gu To .ul


0212 IF(H.GT.HSP) Gd TO '3


0213 .. VDSfl=VDC(SlS. . . . . . . .


02t S:=v S-16I -VP4)L*, 1+K~b* (LUO-LOCC)














0219. . !--MC.-c.t.) ALPh=ALPII/LOSU(RULL ...... ...


(220 IF( 'IC.EC.1..,"Jd.oS4RULL).GI.RULL4) ALPH=ALFF


0221 IFIT'. FZ.1..Ath.I-aU,..NL.5.) ALPH=ALFF

........ -.. .. ST"ILATE ALPPILLUI IN ALPHA -. . . . . . .. . 
0222 DALF=ALPI-ALFULO 
0223 IF(ABS(lnAi).G.JALFLMJ ALPH=ALFULO+SIGN(DALFLM,DALF 
0 24 At FlLtrAjl.rl- I..... .






1/55/44 PAE 000o FrPTPAU IV G LIVFt 21 LNUt UAlE - 3018 
IF PH.tT ALFN) ALPH ALFMII. ... .. .......






















0234 IF(YNI.GT.2) Gu TO t4a 
























021. - ---- IF(R0TrT.RGPItXi KUI2=RTMX .. .­











- 024 GFI-(- CT* )/D T ­
0245 IFUFI.GT.CF2) GFl=,Fi 
0246 AlI-PH=AL-H4(GFI+GS)/AMA(a 
." . ...... 












-0250 - - 555- FOPM­ .LANDING-SIE-BEYONULVEHICLE--CAPAiLITY'

0251 ASSICh 4 T TI


0 Tkl= 4252 
 














0257 I1(ABS(PC t).GI.KLL) AULL=SIGN(RLIROLL)


0258 IF (IKT4.EC.3.h GO IO o. ­

--- 0259 -- Il=R-----------------------------------------......-. 
 































... 502 1--. LPH LF I n~p { [ I---
 ......  
 









































































IF(OL7.GT. TI) NL7=kLTI 
RnLL=Rt 7*TESTL




























































































































































































[F[.tQ.0) GO TO 
 



























































































OOtO 4 IF(LKTI.EWJI.) GC TC 31 
0061 IF(UkTT.EQ.2.) GO TO 40 
0062 CALL AXB(VRTEMP) 
0013 CALL UNITV(TEPP,UNIXIXI) 
Ouo.. CALL AXl3(Uk,UNI,UV) 
OOL LUk=CCSU(URT()/ATK) 
vObb SI)R=SLNO(UM (I)/ATK) 
007o CCR=CUSD(URT(2)/ATK) 
0068 SCR=SINU(URT(2)/ATK) 
0069 DU 32 1=1,3 
0070 32 UkT(I1=UR(I)*CCR*SCR*(UNI(I)*SCR+UV(l1*CCR). 
0071 URTT=2. 
0072 GO TU AO 
0073 31 CALL AXB(UZ,URTEMP) 
0074 CALL UNITV(TErP,LE,XlXI) 












.Ouul 33 UkTtI)=UZ(1)*SLAT+CLAT*(URZ(I)*CLON+UEI)*SLON 
0082 URTT=2. 
0083 40 hRITE (7' 1,6) A 
0084 60 FOAMAT (5E14.7) 
0065 6 FORMAT (1P5hI4.7) 
0086 RETURN 
0087 END 
MAIN 	 DATE = 730o1 11,41/37 PAGE 0001
FPTRAN IV G LEVEL 	 21 
 
0O00L .IMPLICIT REAL (1-N) 	 ........

0002 	 INTrGER TpI,11,Ll


0003 DIPENSTr W(3J ,d(3J ,V(3J ,VA(3J JK (3),)(3J ,L(3),GR(3)






0004 DIMFNSION CC(8),X(a),fHRUST(iJ 
___0005 EQUIVALFNCE (UL,AIIJJ,(UuTP,A(9) ....TP ,....


0006 EOUIVPLE4CE (PLIKL,A1LI) ).(IMA,A(22)) ,(HMINA(Z3) ,


* ("ALL A(24)),(U,,COA,A2) ) ,(LCJA(2o) , (OTI,A(21) ),(LONO,A(1S)) 
S.. (TMTAX,A(?9 t, u JNA(.U)J ,(zbsTk,A(40J,(A(31JNOLT), 




























0012 DATA VAI/150.,bO.,4O.,4O.,S7.,9?., 8./

















0018 IF('4..)GO TO I

































































MAIN DATE = 730b7 11/41/37 PAGE 0002

F RTPIN XV G LEVEL 21 
 

















0048 21 Frt 'IA1 (SF 14.7)- .......... ... .. . ..... .. ... .. . ... .. .... . . .. . . .. .










OO)O SO()LL -SI N¢C( 'LL)











005' . CALL AX'WIZ,'W0, tt-P)


CALuL5L L I I V(TC,'4t ,k O,X1,XI- .. .. .... . . ..........-... ... 
 .
 
00,3 CA L AX( V,lJU,1 tAPI


0057 CALL LNTTV(TFIIP,UCK,XL,XI) .. . .


0058 W ITE(6,5V C









LONG LATOAMGE ROLL0061 52 F-,'4AT(1 0 LAT MAC HI} . . . . . .- -. ... .... . . - ...... ...... .... .....- . ,. .. .. . 







0064 CALL LNITV(R,U ,t,LRLStJ) --------­

I;j, 05---------CAtL AX(k (d,I, IblipJ 
H 
-
0056 CALL VSlh (V,Tt:' ,I tM4PI 
















. . . . .. ....
00173 Cn 10T1 I1=I,I H.. 
0074 I1T-I1+1 
0075 IF(.304n0*).LT.(IOOO.HW(Ifl) GO TO 102


0076 101 CflNTIE ....


0077 102 E (.0003Ub*I-H(I))/(IW (IH (I+L).. .....
-- ='A'





0079 IF(T.CT.(T'+TA)) 6J fJ Z03 0 .... .


0080 ... .. IF(T.GE.T1I) Vnz=VGsb1.-COSD((T-TW)*3O./TA)) .........


0081 203 On 31 T=1,3 { ; l ( 1 ) A Z W U E ( I ) S A ZW)* C WR T + U.-( ( 1 W R T )

0062 31 VW( I) =VW2-( ti I *C L I 
(






















-n38 On 2 T1,3


FORTPAN IV G LEVEL 21 MAIN UAIE' . 7i0b7 11/41/37 PAGE 
0003 
---­ 3O9­ 7 _ GR (I)=Bl*UR( I +u2*UZ( I) ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 






MACH. ­ 3048*VAL/VUU O 







LNITV(TEMPULXlXl)............ ....... .......... .. .......­
0095 IFCOC.GT.L) Go IO ill 
0096 
____00 7. IF(N0STq.EC,0.) GO TO 111CALL UN41TVIV, ILMI'VMA,;,Xl) 
0098 
* 




IF(CT.FQ.C.ANU.OUTP.NE.0).WKITh(0,Zb b . .. .. 










SAl PH=SINO(ALPH) .........-.. .... ..... .. . ... ... ... .. ........ 
0106 CALP)-=CGSD(ALPm) 
0107 111 I=Q*COA/P 
--­ 0108 CALL VECSCt.IJVA,-U1,D) - . ..... -.. 
0109 CALL AXB(LL,UVAN3) 
0110 
0111 3 
O 3 1=1,3 
N(I)=N3(1)*CROLLt+ U L( I I SRO LL .. 
0112 DLPD=C*CLA/M 
1 0113 CALL VECSCL(N,DLUDL) 
H 0114. On_-__f 4 Im1,3 
- 0115 4 THPUS TI )=CTMAG/M)*(N(IJ*SALPH+UVA(I*CALPH) 
1 0116 IF(PCT.LT.0.) 60 Id 121 
0118 
DZ(1)=L(1 )*D(1)+THrAUST(1k+GR(1)-­
DL(2)=L(2 jtflC2Th K U bTZJ+ GK ( Z 
-
___01190120 D01(3) =L(3)t0(3i)rI.IUST (3)tGK(3J--------------*DZ(4)=Z(I| - -
0121 DZ(5):Z(2) 
0122 DZ(6)=Z(3) .. - - - -... . 
0123 IF(INCF.'F.I. :,J TO 333 




0127 333 CALL CTFE 8,UT,UCDLUZT QQX)........... . . .. 
0128 IF(DC.LT.5) GO Ti I 
0129 303 DC=1 
0130 IF(aCT.LT.0) Gu TO 121 
0131 PCT=PCT+1. 
0132 IF(T.GE.TMAX) ENO=L 
0133 .. ........ IF(H.GE.HMAX) ENUR=l. --------.... ...-.. .. 
0134- IF(H.LE.HMIN) cNL)=l. 
F PTPAN IV G LEVEL 21 MAIN DATE = 73067 11/41/31 PAGE 0004 
0135 
013L 
IF( INDF.EQ.1.I GO 70 
IF(H.LE.HvN2) INUF=L. 




IF(H.t E.H'N2) PCiTR=tuR2 
0139 IF(H.LE.M!N2) PLT=PtJR 
0140 1F(IH.LI.HV2) ZI dI=I 
0141C01q 42 . . . .121 """ CALl VAIF(P;LE;H~tZ)(L T c, ) CALL ADOTBIVUR,Z(7))-........ .... .. ... . . . 
0143 CALL VA!i(rrp,ht1.usltMPl) 
0144 CALL LN!TVTtIPI,TEMPVAMAG,XI) -..... ........... 
* 0145 CALL Ar)rTP(tlUmO,ARfG) 
0146 RANGF=AT<*A COSIAN) 
0147 . CALL £CnTR({Uo,UCR,ARG) 
146 LATQNCAT. 
0149 CALL UNITV(V.rLMPVEL,XI) 
0150 CAL. bOT[VR(VJC..UT).... ......... 
0151 LAT=AQSTN(CT)*r.IO 
0152 CALL AXBIUZ,IIA,IE14PJ 
0153 CALL LNITV(TEM4PUh1,X1) ....-........ -. . ............. . . . . . 
-­1: -4 "CLt. AXPIUFIULO,rI c P) 




Dt.LN = A R S I N(A GJ 










IF('IPI T.EC.1.J ,, TO 1s 
QTT (8,501) TKANvcHVALkDOT,AMAGQLAT,LONGLATRNGaOLL" 
MACH,6 
0163 501 FnPMAT1PAEIZ.4) 










0167 GO TO I .... 












(ENOR.E.1.3 U) TO 11 ..... ............­
. .0173... GO TO 1 







'o 'nt. A 4 !'i(T.A'@, :.V'(Q.CLA '."' .*.-l4,N'OL'..MACi ttj sts,:-n*"s'. 
 




* ':z1. 	 (5)
 
02 1 
-)I ,r 	 CUIWO., 02 t/l! U - 02 ,- ,W-T . I 	 
.'76 . I . ,0 . .1 . .09 , .,"'Y .U'" .0-9*, 	 .1 1,t .lf' 
* .t ,U2 '28 . .: .211,* ,b.3,) .1?" ,1CN..12", 
~ ~ .I. .t .35I4 .It.' -"~ + 
.. 
~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ 2.,2U,8t1 'I t
* 	 (2*0., .v&0) , .. y., .'~. *,,II. ~* , 1.r2, .v *s..2 3, .21 , 
7."). .llu, .)t), 2. ,.70'..bl'J .4/J..6?7-,.1:171. . .A,)/t 
.1 -. )bn

* 	 7./ ,t.I1' t ..'. .6?7, . n90 p .4V,CD1.4 ) 
.0 2 ,.711,1.7-4, .2n p .70 *.660 .!391..~ .5' .bJ5/ 
7 L, "/..15 2.70' ,, 1.1. .92? 	-, 1. 1.21. 1.., 1.?(,7.1D " 1'I5 , 4.~. I'7, .'.),It,'V9$   .t1 1,7, .19, 3.t1.'* 

* 	 7. ft.16, .. 1 -6 2.-'-!, 2.71 2.U61 2.1'"" I1.9'4* l.I 3) 1.94, 
2.11'(M. 2.t0I-e 2 .01f,7 o.2'.55..0 2. 2.10, 2.]01o2, 
J 2.17, 2.10. 2.J), 2.1UU1.6u,5.2.,. .I. 2., t, .40. 2.1. 
* 	 o. , 4.32'o ' .0, 2.U •' . e,.0U, 2.13, 2.10, 2.b, 2.09, 
* 	 5.7, 3.". 2.8. 1. . 2-(h
g 
'. 2.05. 2.03- 2.1), 2.0b, 
2.. I
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The navigation filter of Ref. 112] was used to generate


the precision DME results. This is shown in Table E-1.


The Triangular Formulation of a Square Root Kalman Filter


[16] was used to generate the low precision DME results.


This is illustrated in Table E-2. A dramatic increase in


computer speed (nearly 4 to 1) resulted in using the Square


Root formulation. A nearly 2 to 1 increase in precision


characteristic of the square root formulation also resulted.


A thirteen state filter was used. Two states were


added to the filter of ref. [12] to estimate the 90 m bias


of the low precision DME's. These states are illustrated


in Table E-3. The corresponding state transition matrix








The landing aids are located in Fig. E.l. The two


DMEs are rather close to the runway and probably should


be moved out. But this baseline was chosen to provide


results comparable to those of ref. [14].


The DME model,Table E-6,is from both ref. 112] and 114].


The 90 m bias required the addition of two filter states to


estimate this bias. Without the estimate,divergence


resulted and even with the positive definite guarantee


of the Joseph formulation,which was used in early tests,


the covariance matrix became negative!


The barometric altimeter model, Table E-7, is from


ref. [14]. No bias proportional to altitude is present


(scale factor error) and probably should be corrected.


The radar altimeter model is in Table E-8, and


the ILS model is in Table E-9.


As in all these studies, correct modelling of the
 

navigation is vital. This is true both in the filter


equations and in the error driving model. For example,


the filter will drive the altitude close to the .61 m


value of the radar altimeter near landing. If terrain


effects are greater than this value, the simulation will be


over optimistic in the altitude performance near landing.


Finally, the IMU characteristics from ref. [13] as


summarized in Table E-10. The 2/3 meru gyro in this unit is


a high quality unit placing this system near the front in


the state of the art.











k. P hi/(h- P- h. + ri ) 
= + k.(z. - h. x.) 
x - -- --i i 	 T 
P (I - k.h) P (I - k.hT) + k'r.k. 
1i -1-1 1 -1-1 -j-1 2-1 
(See Ref. [12J for notation)


Table E-l: 	 Kalman Estimator (Joseph Form)
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s + = sI-f 	 fT/a] 1/2 
where [I-f f /a]i/2 	 is upper triangular root 
of 1 1, derived by Cholesky 
decomposition. 
x =x + Sf Az/a


Table E-2: 	 Triangular Formulation of Square Root
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Variable 
 
Error in east position
x 
 
Error in north position 
 
x Error in altitude 
 
x Error in east velocity 
 






x Error in altitude rate 
 








x Platform azimuth error 
 




X Altimeter error 
 
x12 DMEl Bias 
 






Positive if indicated position
is 
 east of actual.


Positive if indicated po'sition
is north of actual.


Positive if INS indicated alti­

tude is above actual.



















Positive if platform is rotated


positive about the east axis.


Positive if platform is rotated


positive about the north axis.


Positive if platform is rotated


positive about the up axis.














Positive if bias exceeds actual


Positive if bias exceeds actual
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ii 1,4 T 
2,2 = , 2,5 T 































07,5 = - (1/R)T07,7 = 1, 
)7,9 = - n 
D7,3 = - Ae/R 
18,, 	 48,4 = (1/R)T 
08,9 A0e 
8,3 = - A6n/R 
I9,9 	 9,4 = (tan L/R)T 
09, =-AGe 
9,8 A e 
9,7 = n 
9,3 - (ve tan L/R )T 
410,10 = 1 - (v/dgz)T *4,
12 = 1 - T/400 












,,TOrm/ IfRPO:/1EDGREEN SIREET . CAMBRIDGE. MASSACHUSETTS 02139. (617 S6'*380 
J~v (Y2 + JAVnI 	 v cl2 
Q4,4 = IAvj v oASF + Ae


a2 + lave V r2
JAVI 
Q5,5 = jn v 0 ASF + e A

(a A/g) 2 G2
Q6,6 = 2IAVhr[2a2O+ 	 
+ 









2" + + eeB +etotalGSF g 




+an i atotal °GSF6c 
 At( 2 v/dd)2 + 

= At 2 2 2 + 2


Q, TB(OGBIAS + 0 ADIA g n ADSRA


Q10,10 g g 
= At(2 v/dg )a2 
+ 
2 )Iv
2 + IAhIh a2 IA(v 
2G 
Q0111 = At(2v/d 	 at 	 ssp
111a alt 	 stemp 
 
* p12,12 = 2 GBIASD 2 AT/400 = Q 
* Q13 13 Q12 12 
* 	 New 
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Fig. E.I: Landing Aid Locations 
-148­
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The measurement variance is assumed to be J12J


2222 (h)+2CO +U2 b2 r 
= (1 e - h/h s) h/hfj(h) 
= (1-b 2)1/2cos28 






o = propagation error 
 p 
a = multipath error .9m 
a = random error 14m 
r 
hs = scale height 	 6900m


90 bias is added to DME1, measured range -90 is


added to DME2 and a random error of 7m is also added.


The filter estimates these biases in states 12 and 13 
assuming an exponentially correlated random variable 
( = 90m (Ref.14 
Tc = 400 sec


Compensation for non-linear elongation of the measured


range are made to the actual measurement and assumed


variance as in ref.112].
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correlated
The aitimeter has both a bias and a 
 
error. The bias variance is:















= .25 x 10
K2 
 
No bias term proportion to altitude (scale factor) is 
presently added. 
The uncorrelated error is also added as: 




= 6.25 x l0
K3 
 
This bias and uncorrelated error are added to the measurement.
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h(m) 0 (m) 
h > 152.4 a = .05h 
30.48 	 < h < 152.4 0 .02h 
h < 30.48 a = .61 m 






The filter assumes a measurement noise of this


value plus an additional 1 m, additive value.
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range p (meters) a azimuth (mr) 
1.40 < P < 1067 
1067 < P < 8330 1,4+4.2(p-1067)/7263

5.6
8330 < P 






range P(m) a elevation (mr)


0 < p < 1067 1.4 
263




8330 < P 






The filter also assumes a measurement noise of this value.


If measurement is not within 2 degrees of the runway azimuth


or elevation angle it is rejected.
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g sensitive deg/hr/g .015


IA Misalignment sec 60











Scale Factor ppm 34


IA Misalignment sec 40


Table E-10: 	 Inertial Measurement Unit Model,













Aerodynamic Characteristics for the 040a Vehicle
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Table F-i: 040a Aerodynamic Characteristics, Clean vehicle







MACH ALPHA CL - CD L/D S.B(%) L.G. 
0.30000 0.0 0.02250 0.09380 0.23987 0.0 I.OtUnU 
U.50000 2.O000 U.08162 0. 0246b 3.26279 0.0 I.UHU;0 
0.30000 4.00000 0. 14075 0.02640 5.33116 0.0 i. 00u 
0.30000 b.00000 0.20350 0.03141 6.47843 0.0 1.l010 















0.50000 14. 00M)00 0. 45562 0 .07093 6.42,11 j 0.0 1. 00*ou 
0.30000 16.00000 0. 52000 0.08940 5.81b77 0.0 1. 0o{tJu 
0.,0oo0 18.00000 0.56200 0.11578 5.02691 0.0 1.04 ! !U 
0.30000 20.00000 0. 64:0U 0. 16684 3.6to003 0.0 3.W1l')0 
0.50000 0.0 0 . 01550 0.03 24 0. L0b29 0.0 1. [0";:l0 
0.60(000 2.00000 0.08487 0.02721 3.118032 0.0 1.0004}0 
0.50000 4.00000 0.15425 0.02875 5.3b532 0.0 1.00;!"1 
0.50000 6.00000 0.222')0 0.03432 6.4H286b 0.0 1. 00),30 
0.50000 8.00000 0.29075 0.04250 6.8 ' 105 0.0 1 .Ono:;0 
0.50000 10.00000 0.35725 0.05272 6.77616 0.0 1.00010 
0.50000 12.00000 0.l42375 0.06830 6.204:,0 0.0 1.001 0 
0.U000 14.00000 0.49137 0.08916 5.51690 0.0 1.0'902; 
0.50000 16.00000 0.b000 0.11797 4.74700 0.0 1.00:JO 
U.b0UiIJ I is. I)juou 0.2t)0O 0.15o7o 3.99330 0.0 1.iuL,3"i 
0.500O0 20.00000 0.69200 0.21672 3.193032 0.0 1.00 i';) 
0.70000 0.0 0.01635 0.03029 0.53929 0.0 1.f0 O3: 
0.70000 2.00000 0.09067 0.03060 2.9b315 0.0 !.08 8;J0 
0.70000 4.00000 0.16500 0.03271 5. 04378 0.0 . 0100Pfu 
0.70U00 6.00000 0.237b7 0.04018 5.9154 1 0.0 1.00M)0) 
0.70000 8.00000 0.61033 0.051b7 6.00649 0.0 1.O;9,U 
0.700')d 10.00000 0.38150 0. 06654 5.75060 0.0 1.0002!) 
0.711000 12.00000 0.45207 0.06.;1 19 5.09257 0.0 1. 001)i') 
0.70000 iq.00000 0.521433 0.11946 Ll.3t913 0.0 1.OiOt0O 
0.70000 16.00000 0.59600 0.1o078 3.70693 0.0 1. 
0.7000U 18.00000 0.to633 0.2753b 2.40896 0.0 .011 l:0 
0.70uoo 20.00000 0.73067 0.27610 2.646'40 0.0 1.OfI,:) 
0.90000 0.0 0.02500 0.03713 0.67325 0.0 1.O0iiH0 
0.90000 2.09000 0.09900 0.03523 2.81022 0.0 1.0 ,:J 
0.90000 4.00000 0.17300 0. 0698 4.342t9 0.0 1.(i0,' x 
0.V0Utl 6.00000 0.24900 0.0526 4.76172 0.0 1.00'-9 
0.90U00 8.00000 0.32500 0.07523 4.32017 0.0 1.0!-.i 
0.90000 10.00000 0.40150 0.10468 3.835532 0.0 1.01t,'U 
0.90000 12.00000 0.471100 0.13 9o0 3.42qlb 0.0 1.0011-lu 














1. O:n! , 
0.90000 20.00000 0.76000 0.34153 2.22497 0.0 i, ; 








'1TFt8, 4r.TF4I-'c IM flDDnDATrn . Ifl1fnlPlfnInfl A/WCI, I * CAnA oIflnr: UAACZ Af.Wl IqTTq nlwqP. . (617) 06 I 
L/D S.B (%) L.GQMACH ALPHA CL CD 
0.* 30000 .000. 00375 0.09630 ( .03894 25. OD0H' 1,001.)1 







0.301100 4.00000 	 0.12200 
 0.028390 ',.22125 

5.44793 2!j.00OW0 	 1. (1tI)0
0.30000 6.00000 
	 0.18475 0.03391 )

0.30000 8.00000 	 0.24750 0.01 
1 f 6.01299 25. 000ULI 1.00080 




6.19624 2b.00000 .000!1000 12.00i00 0.37251) 0.0b012 	 1.000()0.30)1 	 5.911978 25. unI000.43587 0.073430.300001 14.00000 5.45450 25.11'100 	 1.0) :J0 
0.30000 16.00000 	 0.50125 0.09190 
1. 0 000 0 .5b625 0.11128 i.76(23 3 25. Q000O'l' I.(100.30000 
0.62525 (J.169,$ 	 5.b'y92.52 '2:5.00(300 1..ULU'O0 0.310000 20.OI0JO) 
-0. 07977 2,.000"10 1.00000

















0.50000 8.00000 	 0.27200 
 0.04500 6.01415 

0.3:5850 0.05522 




0.07080) 5.72053 25.00'300 	 1.00000.b00h(0 12.00000 	 0.40500 
0.0916f p.	 1.000:)05. 161 ?3100J0 )0.50000 14.00000 	 0.47512 
 {
25. OU0f 1.0000
0. 12047 4.192650.b0000 1f.00000 	 0.511125 1.000000.50000 1d.00100 	 0.60725 0.15926 6.83 2b-'! 25.000 W) 







 25. 000:: 1.000000.7000:) 2.00000 	 0.07'192 0,03310 2. 172604 
0.14625 0.03521
	 4.15323 25.0000:) 1.00000
 0.70000 4.00000 
 
0.04268 5.129b5 25.00000 1,.00O)
0.70000 6.00000 
	 0.21892

















4.14543 25.00000 	 1.000:00

0.70000 14.00000 
	 0.50558 0.12196 

0.70000 16.00000 	 0.57725 0.16528 




0.70000 18.00000 	 0.64458 
 0.2778b 2.31981 





	 0.15770 25.00100 1.00000
 0.90000 0.0 
 25.00100 1.00:00




3.64298 25. ,00030 	1.000)0
0.90000 4.00000 
	 0.15425 0.04234 

L.17698 25.00,,.0 	 1.00000

0.90)00 6.00000 





 0.90000 8.00000 
 




0.90000 12.00000 	 0.45925 0.14210 
 3.23198 25.00000 1.0U000
 
0.53425 0.184169 2.89275 25.0:1000 i.(10100
0.90000 lt.00000 









0.90000 20.00000 	 0.74125 
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MACH ALPHA CL CD "L/D S. B(%) L.G. 
0.30100 0.0 -0.0150 )0. 09'1 -0.1 'f)2 	 5r1.'17 .1)11132 i tI 
0.UIiI000 2.001100 0. 01112 0 .0291 1. 1m77:)0 	 50. 0J.) 0 
 1 0 15i0'­
51i.ih) ) ) 1IJ.,,!)j0I
0.3091t)f 4.00 100 0.10525 0.0.oliU 3.2;-'. 07 
0 .30%!.10 6 . juil-) 0.16,.00 0 .5 4 1 4.!1'.1394 I *.!10!!) 1 0::-00 
0.500£)1 8.0'.j110 0.221175 0.14,5n'1) .2. -5924 50.02'i: !) 1 .00(1 10 
l l130 . 31).),)0 10 .)00(0 0. 29125 0 1*1 5. 53722 50 .0)I0l0 1. (JN100 5. ,!9a2 0 . I'I:IUU .0IU00.5 )100 12. 011 ,1 0..5)575 0. 06;2 2 
 
t , 31) 1 .11,)0
0..-$50001 14. O i'1')l) 0 .41X.12 0.17:)95 5.0)6:5 	 5f.0 
0 "091"!0 . i i41 50 0 "' 0 1't'Il 11(:.00..5i0 ) 16.0011) b.,.0 0. 10£ 16. 009'"u 	 '311 	 . '', - 5 b) -IY. q;II , 1 1-,fIlrsll0t)54-- -W 0 0.1 )H I 
;
0 .300)) 20.011 l)0) 0. b(IW ) 0 171 SL 3.!)29.49 bO.'l, )!') L . 0.10) 
- 7 4I 	 "LJ 08P :I;)0 .51J;-) 0.0 -0.02() 0 0.0432G -0. j) i 1 . l.::) 
o .503!)0 2. 00000 0 .04737 0. 0,5221 1 .,470ot,4 5o .0Jl:) I *.08101 
0.50000 4.0:1)0 0.11675 0. 0 575 3.W)931 50.o' ':i'I ! .' flU 
0.O)U)) 6.0 IJ00 0.18501) 0.059)2 4. -/i3 5.5 I tufj:j0 
 1.08W;0
 
0.50000 8. 000')0 0.25325 0 . 175[) 5. .5"fit .0!'o0 l I . 0,11


1* (10:0 J 0 * 0 bell3 10 .00000 0.31975 .0:5 772 5.*3952 50 *0!iI;J'1 
0.50!100 12.00000 0 .63h25 0. 0765J b.2 Al 51).'08.JI i I.0')U0 
0.5080 14 .00 WII 0. 45437 0.09416 4 * 82.,'7 50.0600 f ('";t 
i
0.b00A)0 16.00001 0 .I22,0 0 .12-9 4.211903 50.01000 1 .010000 
0 .50000 18.00000 0. 8":50 0.1,17h 3.6,.8 05 5r). 0"1.'01) 1. 11000 
)
0.)50.J00 20.00000 0 . 05[0 0.22172 2.951W3 50.1 )"001 j flr 3)[1Ill 1 011)£00.0 -0. 02117 0. 03529 -. 59'85 50 [0.70000 
I. 355 511 . (000 1.00l(10.70100 2. 0)00 0. 05517 0 .03,o 
 
0.70000 4.000C0 0. 12750 0 . -3771 5.6;3075 50 .' )00 1 . '(JOO


0. 70:100 6.) Q0', 0 20U17 0 .0 4516 ti . b)7 	 50.0I 100 1 010(01 
0 .70000) 8. 00)1 0. 27283 0 .0', 7 4.61 L73 b0 .0u:J0) 00100 
0.709'11) 10 .00-00 0.34400 0 .071-5: 4. 1-521.92 5(1 .f0f:300 1.00000 
0.701)!1 12. 003300 0 . L1517 0 .09.7;9 4. q23 5 50. 0JJ00 1.0000 
0. 71)8;) 14.00 000 0. 48-13 L). 124Lih 3.91 L51 	 50,00'J00 1 .0',110 
0 . 7 !J.'ifun 16. 00Jf00 0 . 5!) 5 0 0 * it,.578 3. 2o0396 	 50.') '(.10lj 1. 0;80.q10 
0.70;030 18.00000 0.62583 0.2803b 2.23224I 50.)000) 1.00800 
0.70000 20.00000 0 .o9317 0 .2PI3 t0 2.'46592 50.0,000 1 . 0110 
0 . 901) 0.0 -0.01250 0.04213 -0.2Yth 18 50 .'.0](10 . 0u'000 
0.902100 2.000(10 0.06150 0.04L023 1.5257b 50. 0 j0:0) .01)900 
* 0.90000 4. 0j)000 0.1.'5550 0. 04'1 4 3.0217q 50.0)0 I 1 *0101:00 
0.9000(1 .£)3J308 0.21150 0.057b2 3.f'70.37 50. (1''jJ )8 1.fl:0110 
0.90000 8.03690 0.28750 0.06023 530 5U. 03it00l(Su 1 "0 
0. 90001U 10 .00jJO 0. 3'I 00 0. 109"8 3.31:3"77 51 liuIJlO) 0 1O. 
.;,vf0 3.00'-41 I.Wi.100.91,0i1ll 12.0U.1'0 ).LL~tC50 0 1'U',0 50.) 
0.90r00 14. 00 Gi 0.51550 0.1i719 2.75395 	 tif. i,'!jiJ . .) I1."0 
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